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One-inch New Popular map covers distinguished
K S Andrews

Apologia
Since man first gathered food and firewood, the urge to collect has been a trait of human
behaviour. What you collect reveals something about yourself. To collect map covers can be
interpreted as a retreat to a world of superficiality where the presentation is more important
than the substance. To admire their art, probe their development and catalogue the extent of
their variety are not trivial pursuits. The New Popular covers, of a distinguished design, are
superficially closely related but on detailed inspection they possess an ample, even
bewildering lack of uniformity, making their study a taxing mental exercise.

Introduction
With the lifting of wartime restrictions, the New Popular Edition was launched in 1945 and
completed in 1947. Familiarisation of forces personnel with map reading, from General
Montgomery through to Captain Mainwaring, probably increased sales so that they can now
be bought cheaply second-hand. Richard Oliver wrote a descriptive booklet which included a
two-page analysis of the covers; this was the foundation stone and inspiration of the present
report on a detailed visual inspection of them.1 The Seventh Series progressively superseded
the New Popular between 1952 and 1961.

H96.1.a.1 (hand lettered) and H96.1.a.2 (letterpress)
Roger Hellyer gave the hand lettered New Popular cover, drawn by Ellis Martin, a separate
classification H96.1.a.1 to distinguish it from the derivative letterpress version, H96.1.a.2.2

The system presented here for identifying all the variants of the cover retains that distinction
and differentiates the letterpress front covers, dividing them into five groups (see Decision
Tree). All six groups are subdivided for differences elsewhere on the cover, giving the tables
of variants a minimum of complexity. As with the one-inch Seventh Series study, to simplify
presentation, the matching covers of paper, cloth and dissected maps have been combined.3

The total number of variants is 41.

Decision tree
To identify a cover, the accompanying decision tree should be used to perform an initial sort
into a group depending upon the front design. The appropriate table should then be studied in
order to identify the variant using the features of the spine, the back and the text inside.

The letterpress front covers with two-box sketches are distinguished by ‘SHEET’ or
‘Sheet’, the size of the words ‘New Popular Edition’ and whether ‘GR’ is present in the
medallion.

1 Richard Oliver, A guide to the Ordnance Survey one-inch Popular Edition, Charles Close Society, 2000.
2 John Paddy Browne, Map cover art, Ordnance Survey 1990, 132. In TNA, file OS 1/216 contains minute 62,

19 August 1940, which records that Ellis Martin was preparing drawings for the [New Popular] blocks, and minute 74,
5 January 1945 records the DGOS [Cheetham] approved the new design – Richard Oliver, personal communication.

3 Sheetlines 70, 11-21.
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General comments
As is well known, hand lettered covers were made for eleven sheets in the south-east of
England, 157, 158, 161, 167, 169, 171, 172, 179, 182, 183 and 184 when the edition was
envisaged as covering Great Britain with the title New Popular Edition One-inch Map. When
the series was scaled down from 190 to 114 sheets and Martin had left the Ordnance Survey,
the cover was modified with extended use of letterpress and the title became New Popular
Edition One-inch Map of England & Wales.

The hand lettered cover with ONE-INCH MAP in red with a black outline was an elegant
design. There was a rational progression from general to specific information with series
name, scale, sheet number, then title, then sketch map, the latter in a three-box frame.
Letterpress covers put the title above the sheet number and were cluttered by the addition of
publication and revision dates as required by parliament. The change from a three-box to a
two-box frame was an improvement, the original frame being too bold, distracting the eye
from the sketch. The eleven hand lettered covers bore no publication and revision dates and
the later letterpress covers for those sheets gave just the publication date (straddling the
sketch) until the map itself bore a revision date. The other 103 sheets’ covers always had
publication and revision dates.4

4 Publication on left, revision on right, changed round for Seventh Series covers. Publication year changes by
overprinting, or by blocking out and adding a new year below, have been seen.

New Popular cover

Hand lettered Letterpress

KA1 3-box sketch 2-box sketch

KA2
SHEET XX

Sheet XX

KA3

‘New Popular
Edition’ large

‘New Popular
Edition’ small

KA4 GR

No GR

KA5

KA6
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The price statement on the eleven hand lettered covers was, widely spaced, Price (on
cloth) 2s. 6d. or, with normal spacing, Price (Paper) Two Shillings or Price (Dissected) Four
Shillings & Sixpence. The new price range on first publication was indicated by a small label
printed in red, gummed by one edge. On letterpress covers, the cloth price was in words. Net
was added in 1950. Publisher’s price changes to covered maps in stock were by means of
paper strips reading e.g. Price (Cloth) Five Shillings or Price (Cloth) Six Shillings &
Sixpence Net. Later, a rubber stamp was used, e.g. ‘Revised Price 5/6 net.’ in a rectangle.
Exceptions exist. Map covers are categorised using the original price.

The hand lettered covers were trimmed to the size of the Bender folded or dissected map;
all later covers were longer and wider. The dissected covers were in two pieces, opened like a
book and had no spine; therefore, unlike the Bender covers, the text inside the front cover
was not inverted. The dissected map option was officially withdrawn in 1955. In this study,
the latest cover seen in dissected form was KA4.4, a quite common variant that is the last one
before the price rise of July 1950.

Price changes (data from Oliver, op. cit., tabulated)

Date range Paper Cloth Dissected
Pre-publication 1/9 2/6 4/-
Pre-publication 2/- 2/6 4/6
1.9.45 – 30.6.50 2/3 3/- 5/-
1.7.50 – 30.6.52 3/- 5/- 10/6
1.7.52 – 31.3.58 4/- 6/6 18/6, see text
1.4.58 – 31.12.60 4/6 7/- --
1.1.61 on 5/6 7/6 --

Price changes were used to assist with the chronology of cover variants. The first two price
ranges were not used for sales. Paper covers priced at 1/9 and dissected covers priced at 4/-
have not been found in this study. No dissected map priced at 10/6 was seen; the price from
July 1952 was probably 18/6 by analogy with concurrent Seventh Series prices.5

As a check, the price change dates were correlated with the date of the latest published
map seen in each cover variant, using publication dates from Oliver (op. cit.) This revealed
just one anomaly – sheet 142, Hereford, printing 1239 published in 1951 was found in cover
KA4.4 which was priced in the range that ended 30.6.1950.

Chronology of variants
In the table for group KA1, the hand lettered cover variants are numbered but their
chronological order is unknown. The variants of the other groups have been assigned a
chronological order based on intuition and evidence, as follows.

 The analogous variants of groups KA2 and KA3 were taken as simultaneous.
 The following changes were diagnosed as being watersheds, points of no return, in the

evolution of the cover:
Reference to Orkney and Shetland in the description of grid working
Introduction of printed spine to paper map covers

5 Sheetlines 70, 12.
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Change of case, ‘SHEET NN’ to ‘Sheet NN’ on the front
Price increases (see price change table)
De-emphasis of ‘New Popular Edition’ on the front
Removal of ‘GR’ from the medallion
Introduction of the Seventh Series index on the back.

 Some later variants have date codes on the rear hinge, a godsend to the researcher not in
need of intellectual challenge.

The ordering of variants lying between watersheds is more problematic. It cannot be
assumed that variants with a particular peculiarity, for example Scottish Popular sheet 89 on
the index, are consecutive. A variant could also be an interruption to the previous variant that
was later resumed. For example, the tan card variant KA3.8 may have been produced during
the currency of 3.7. A recent report in Sheetlines alluded to the unreliability of sheet
publication dates as evidence for dating covers – only 35 out of 185 date-coded Seventh
Series covers examined bore the month and year of issue.6 But, for very common New
Popular variants, the publication dates of a large number of sheets were available to estimate
the approximate date of last use of the variant. For scarce variants, the paucity of such data
was a severe handicap. However, the dates in the tables for the latest sheet found in a
particular cover variant may not be a reliable indication of the date the next variant was
begun. This cautionary stance stems from the pre-printing of the general black and red parts
of the cover in large numbers, with sheet-specific information added later to covers in stock
which could have been used out of their proper order.

The dissected covers were in two pieces, hinged on the opposite sides, with the inside
front not inverted, and were therefore a separate stock item, so it can be seen that variant
KA4.1 may derive from a batch with general data printed for variant 3.5.7

Printing procedure
As indicated above, the study of variants is linked to the printing procedure, which is
indicated by two minutes found in the Public Record Office by Richard Oliver and shared
with the author. In OS 1/307, minute 81A is an estimate form of 15 July 1947 for printing by
lithography the common red and black elements for 50,000 one-inch covers 8-up, on 6,250
sheets; minute 211A of 28 October 1948 details that New Popular covers were two
lithographic printings, red and black, for everything in common and one letterpress printing
for all information particular to the individual cover. Sheet-specific data are the sheet number
(top right), the title, sheet number statement, sketch map, publication and revision dates,
price line (paper, cloth or dissected) and the spine (where present). See also Hinges below.

The part pre-printing of covers in large batches explains why variants KA3.7 and 4.2
share the same general information, as do 3.9 and 4.3 and again 3.10 with 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.
Their differences are confined to the change from ‘SHEET NN’ to ‘Sheet NN’ and price
rises, i.e. sheet-specific data. The common stock of part-printed covers and the different
widths of the spine for cloth and paper maps explain why the index diagram is situated

6 Sheetlines 75, 24.
7 Note that Scottish Popular (with National Grid) covers share many of the printed matter options described in this

article and have some similar changes to the front design. They are in two pieces, though different from New Popular
dissected covers because the back hinge is on the opposite side. Possibly the backs were printed in common on card
with room for a hinge either side, then trimmed as required.
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slightly lower down the back on paper compared to cloth covers. When fully printed, the
covers would be formed to different dimensions as appropriate to paper or cloth, with a fold
always at the top edge of the wavy red border.

Medallion
The Ordnance Survey medallion based on the Royal Arms with the monogram GVIR was
hand lettered using flowing tails to the Rs of ‘Ordnance Survey’ in the style of ‘ONE-INCH
MAP’ below. To the top left on the cloth map cover were the words ‘National Grid’ which
were added later by overprinting; this can be sensed by feeling the impression of the words in
the card, a subjective test that is not convincing in all cases. For the hand lettered paper and
dissected covers ‘National Grid’ is not impressed in the card but flush; these are thought to
have been printed at a later date when these words had been included on the block. The
monogram was changed from GVIR to GR when it and ‘Ordnance Survey’ in the medallion
were changed to resemble letterpress in order to blend with the typeset cover. GR in the
cover medallion lingered on after King George VI died on 7 February 1952 because sheet
149, Colchester, edition 1302, issued in 1953, was seen with the last GR cover, KA5.7. At
this stage, GR was removed but ER was not inserted; this aspect of the medallion was left
blank despite some Sixth Edition maps having eight more years to run.8

Title
Titles on the front cover were in block capitals. The sole exception observed was sheet 165,
edition 16046/Cr on cloth in cover KA3.3 with ‘Weston-super-Mare’ in lower case, as was a
paper KA3 seen on eBay. On hand lettered covers, London, N.E. had a comma, as did
London, S.E. which was omitted on letterpress covers. This trivial point is the only title
change observed through the life of the Sixth Edition. Compositors strove to produce
typographically attractive covers despite the varying lengths of titles which had to be
accommodated such as York and Montgomery and Llandrindod Wells. The ampersand or
‘and’ was selected at will to improve the effect, as were narrower and shorter fonts and a
two-line layout. Where the title was two lines, the sheet number, sketch map and price line
were all moved down the cover to balance the layout and, incidentally, demonstrate that the
price line was printed with the sheet-specific data. When the front cover design was amended
to de-emphasise ‘New Popular Edition’ by setting it in smaller type, the titles were made up
with a slightly different font, most noticeable in the ‘A’ which has a straight pointed apex
and the ‘E’ which has less pronounced serifs. The ampersand, which had been of rococo
flamboyance where space allowed, became more sober. ‘National Grid’ beside the medallion
was reduced from 29 to 26 mm long. The font for the spine was unchanged.

Sheet number and sketch map
The sheet number of group KA1 covers was in lower case italics and was hand lettered in the
sole case of sheet 161, London, N.E. on cloth, ‘Sheet’ having a descending flourish on the tail
of the ‘h’ and ‘161’ having an opposing rising flourish to the ‘6’. The dissected cover bore
letterpress Sheet 161 (paper cover not seen). Upright capitals were used for the sheet number
line on letterpress covers until lower case upright was adopted, when some have a slightly

8 See also Richard Oliver, Sheetlines 52, 6-12 where the medallion is put in the context of other OS trade marks.
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smaller font than others, not singled out as a separate variant. Broadly speaking, there is a
north-south divide on this point.9

Group KA2 covers for the eleven sheets with three-box frames and group KA3 covers
for the other sheets were used concurrently until the old sketch maps had been redrawn. The
variants in the two groups correspond (see table). A detailed study of sketch maps is in
progress and will be reported in due course.

3-Box frame variant 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

Corresponding 2-box
frame variant

3.2 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9

Spine
Paper map covers were initially folded without a flat spine. When this feature was introduced
it was 4 mm wide. Cloth covers had an 8 mm spine. Printed spines read, viewed from the
back, ‘1" 6th Ed.’, which was changed to ‘1" 6th Edn.’ for letterpress cover spines, followed
by the sheet name and number, using Caslon type.

Index diagram
The hand lettered cloth covers were printed with an index diagram showing the intended 190-
sheet New Popular Edition (illustrated without an inset in Oliver, op. cit.) The locations of
Cambridge and Monmouth were indicated. This was concealed for publication by pasting on
an index diagram showing the New Popular and Scottish Popular sheet lines and numbers. It
was overprinted in red with the 100 kilometre grid, which added to its complexity and
contributed very little since the grid was shown again inside the cover. The diagram was
printed directly on the card for paper and dissected hand lettered covers and all letterpress
covers. The red grid numbers were modified in about 1948 by prefixing N to the square
references for the Orkney and Shetland Islands to make them unique; this was explained
inside the cover at the same time and no doubt greatly reduced the number of yachtsmen
gathering at Scapa Flow for Cowes Week. When 100 kilometre grid references were changed
from numbers to letters, the red grid was removed from the New Popular index, making it
much clearer. The diagram was replaced later by an interim version of the Seventh Series
index. The title to the index was invariably “ONE-INCH” ORDNANCE MAPS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The various states of the index diagrams displayed a few regrettable errors.
(i) Scottish Popular sheet 89
As shown in the tables, there was an intermittent appearance of sheet 89 in the Scottish
Popular section of the index. Like the Cheshire cat in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland,
whose grin was all that was seen, the number 89 was visible but it had no sheet lines. It was
not issued in a National Grid version and was no longer available for sale, having been
withdrawn from the Scottish Popular series because the New Popular edition covered the
area on sheets 75 and 76.10

9 Thanks to Peter Gibson for drawing attention to this.
10 Roger Hellyer, Ordnance Survey small-scale maps, indexes: 1801-1998, Kerry: David Archer, 1999, 54.
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(ii) North York Moors hatching
The black hatching denoting the overlap of sheets 86 and 92 was lost on variant KA3.10 and
again from 4.4 in about 1950 through until the Seventh Series index was adopted on variant
6.2. The loss was accompanied by incomplete hatching north of Dundee and an incomplete
sheet line for Scottish Popular sheet 92. The lack of hatching in Yorkshire, this time in red,
was also apparent on the first Seventh Series index printed on Seventh covers RO1a and
RO1b. It was rectified for RO2a, the latter being the version of the Seventh index that was
used on the back of New Popular covers.
(iii) Isle of Man
Every index diagram on the New Popular covers showed the Isle of Man as sheet 87. This
sheet was a fiction until issued in the Seventh Series in March 1958. Manxmen were,
however, able to purchase Popular Edition, Second War Revision sheet 17 with War Office
Cassini Grid, (with National Grid from 1950).
(iv) Cockneys and Cornishmen deceived
The final index diagram on the covers served to publicise the Seventh Series. It showed the
planned Seventh Series London overlaps but not those in Cornwall. In order to confuse
Londoners, this index was printed on New Popular covers from 1955 when London New
Populars were still on sale (well before the first Seventh Series London sheet using the new
sheet lines and overlaps, 161, London N.E. was issued in March 1958).

So far as the Cornish overlaps are concerned, the New Popular sheets in question were
among the last to be replaced by the Seventh Series, in 1961. Maybe to avoid confusing the
New Popular customer again, the index diagram showing the new Cornish sheet lines, which
appeared on Seventh covers from 1956, variant RO2b onwards, was never used on the New
Popular cover.

Therefore from 1956 to 1961 the two series bore different Seventh indexes, both with
note 3, which stated ‘The sheet lines and numbers of the New Popular Edition of England
and Wales are the same as those of the Seventh Series’. The printing of the inaccurate
Seventh index on New Popular covers despite the concurrent accurate index on Seventh
Series covers, together with note 3 were misrepresentations at the level of detail, though in a
broad-brush sense they were excusable.

Text below the index
The lines of text below the index are of several forms and are given here in a logically
plausible chronological order. The first was also the version printed above the 190-sheet New
Popular index that was hidden on KA1.1 to 1.4.

 One line on the pasted back cover sheet -
Published by Authority of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

 Two lines on the pasted back cover sheet -
The open figures in RED represent the 100 km. squares of the National Grid

Published by Authority of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
 Two lines as above directly printed on the card, used through to KA5.2.
 KA5.3 and 5.6 have five lines of text –
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The open figures in RED represent the 100 km. squares of the National Grid.
Printed and published by the Director General of the Ordnance Survey,

Chessington, Surrey, by authority of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Obtainable from officially appointed Ordnance Survey Agents and from most booksellers.

Crown Copyright Reserved.

 KA5.4 to 6.1, except 5.6, have five lines of text –
NOTE:- Orders for maps should specify “England & Wales” or “Scotland.”

Printed and published by the Director General of the Ordnance Survey,
Chessington, Surrey, by authority of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Obtainable from officially appointed Ordnance Survey Agents and from most booksellers.
Crown Copyright Reserved.

 KA6.2 to 6.6 have five lines of text –
NOTE – These maps are obtainable from Ordnance Survey Agents and

from most booksellers.
Crown Copyright Reserved.

Printed and published by the Director General of the
Ordnance Survey, Chessington, Surrey, by authority of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

National Grid explanation
The hand lettered cloth covers were blank inside as noted in Oliver, op. cit., with text pasted
on, using the terms “Four-Figure” and “Full Four-Figure” to describe the grid references
limited to kilometre squares. This text was subsequently printed directly on the card. Soon
the above terms were changed to “Normal Kilometre” and “Full Kilometre” and the
paragraphs were changed from (1), (2) and (3) to (a), (b) and (c). A font change then led to a
different layout of the text and, later, the same text was reset, twice. The layouts are
identified in the tables of variants by reference to the words falling below diagram II. The
situation is complicated further by alterations to the stroke used to demonstrate the
curtailment of grid references. The angle changed progressively from / to | to \.11 At an early
stage in the life of the series, a paragraph explaining the use of the prefix N for grid
references for the Orkney and Shetland Islands was inserted in the grid description. All these
changes led to a proliferation of variants.

The late covers with the New Popular index printed without the red 100 km squares and
the even later ones with the Seventh Series index on the back had a new explanatory text
‘The National Grid & Reference System’ on the upper half of the inside cover and a diagram
showing the 100 km squares with letters (and figures) on the lower half, the latter just as
inside the contemporaneous Seventh Series covers. In about 1956 the colour of the inside of
the card became yellower. Changes to the text, with approximate dates, are as follows:

 ‘His Majesty’s Stationery Office’ became the bisexual ‘H.M.S.O.’ in 1952,
 ‘letters which are now replacing the figures.’ became ‘letters which have replaced the

figures.’ (dated from August 1958 on Seventh Series covers),
 the price of the H.M.S.O. booklet was raised from 1/3 to 1/6 (dated from mid-1960 on

Seventh Series covers).

11 Deletions are classified as | using the inclination of the first. Subsequent cancellations on the text may slope towards /.
The position of the stroke on the text can vary, occasionally being well off target; it was therefore produced by a
second pass through the printing machine, at least at first. Subsequently, the text and cancels may have been printed in
one pass by lithography. Covers with the deletion strokes displaced should not be counted as new variants but as
flawed examples of the intended variant.
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Hinges
Some of the variants in groups KA2 to 5 had some covers with an all-red front hinge while
several variants sometimes had single or double red longitudinal strips on the front hinge (see
accompanying table).

Variant reference 2.5 2.7 3.6 3.7 4.3 4.4 4.6 5.1 5.2

No. seen all-red 2 2 7 4 1 5 1 5 17

Total seen in variant 11 3 64 16 7 39 6 30 61

A very few all-red front hinges bore the word ‘GRIPPER’ in cream, one seen in KA2.5,
three in 3.6 and one in 3.7 (variants 2.5 and 3.7 are concurrent). It denotes the edge of the
card to be inserted in the press for later overprinting of the black general data.12 ‘GRIPPER’
would be scarce, being present once on large sheets of card printed with multiples of the
cover design. To print covers in eights, with ‘GRIPPER’ along one front hinge, there would
need to be two covers sideways along the long edge of a sheet of card, four deep, on Double
Demy, 35 x 22½" going in the press by the long edge. A mysterious front hinge phenomenon
was the appearance of ‘10A’ printed in black on the KA6.1 covers of cloth maps (10
instances seen).

The earliest date code reported on a Seventh Series cover is 9.56 and New Popular cover
date codes would appear to have been initiated at the same time. They were printed on the
rear hinge (not on the front hinge as for the Seventh Series) in a variety of formats and some
were inverted. The extremes of dates seen on variants are as follows. Note the overlap,
possibly due to stocks of covers printed with general data used out of order. Not all covers in
a variant were coded and none was seen on the last variant, KA6.6.

Variant Earliest date Latest date

6.2 9.56 1.58
6.3 4.58 4.58
6.4 4.58 8.60
6.5 6.60 10.60

Conclusion
The result of this study is a list of cover variants put in an order, hopefully chronological,
based on evidence and the desire to credit the Ordnance Survey map covers devisers with
implementing logical stepwise changes. Whether this order is inherent or imposed remains an
open question.

New Popular covers, though superficially similar, are revealed as a complex group due to
the number of changes, some intended and some accidental, made to several features at
various times. It is this complexity that gives interest to the study of the cover – how bland
they would have been, how disappointing as a challenge to collector and student, had
homogeneity and order been the rule.

12 Thanks to Richard Oliver for explaining ‘Gripper’.
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Variety’s the very spice of life,
That gives all its flavour.

William Cowper, The Task.

Disclaimer and acknowledgements
The author has studied 170 covered maps in his collection, 380 in the Messenger Collection
and 140 owned by the Cambridge University Library. Thanks are due to Anne Taylor and her
staff for providing ample access and for bemused tolerance while the 520 maps at CUL
littered their Map Room, also Peter Gibson who has kindly reported to him in detail on his
collection of 270 maps. Richard Oliver has provided advice and encouragement throughout
and studied a late draft of this text, which was improved as a result. Errors and omissions
should be attributed solely to the author, who now passes the baton to anyone wishing to
correct them.

Group KA1       Three-box sketch, hand lettered

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

National Grid impressed Y Y Y Y
Sheet & No. by hand Y Y
Paper price in words 2/-
Cloth price in figures spread out 2/6 2/6 2/6 2/6
Dissected price in words 4/6
Index pasted on Y Y Y Y
Red sheet 89 in index Y Y
Published by... only. No red figures description Y Y
Red figures description, Published by... Y Y Y
Inside pasted in with text “FOUR-FIGURE”, “FULL
FOUR-FIGURE”. Sections (1), (2), (3).

Y Y Y Y

Direct printed text “FOUR-FIGURE”, “FULL FOUR-
FIGURE”. Sections (1), (2), (3).

Y

Publication date -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45
Number seen 1 1 5 5 2

Y - the features of the cover variant.

Price shown where example seen.

Common features of Group 1 – GVIR in medallion, ‘Sheet’ in italics, sheet name below number, no
date of Publication or Revision, red grid over index, no N for Orkney & Shetland, 86/92 hatched on
index, ‘Ed.’ on spine, not ‘Edn.’, paper spine not printed, no tan card inside, no reference inside to
Orkney & Shetland Islands, cover trimmed to size of folded map.
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Group KA2       Three-box sketch, letterpress

2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7

Paper price 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3
Paper spine printed Y Y Y
Cloth price 3/- 3/-  3/- 3/- 3/-
Dissected price 5/- 5/-  5/-
Red sheet 89 on index Y
Tan card inside Y
Direct printed text “FOUR-FIGURE”, “FULL
FOUR-FIGURE”. Sections (1), (2), (3).

Y

National Grid deletions /
‘may be omitted, thus:’ below diagram II

Y

National Grid deletions /
‘omitted, thus :–E538932,’ below diagram II

Y Y

National Grid deletions |
‘omitted, thus :–E538932,’ below diagram II

Y Y Y

National Grid deletions \
‘E538932,  N177061 will’ below diagram II

Y

Orkney & Shetland reference inside Y Y Y Y Y
Latest publication date -.46 7.48 7.47 3.48 -.49 7.48 7.49
Number seen 13 18 5 2 11 6 3

Common features – GR in medallion, ‘SHEET’ in block capitals, New Popular Edition in wide format,
all prices in words, publication year (and revision data when present on sheet), red grid over index
(with N for those covers with a note inside about Orkney & Shetland), 86/92 hatched, red figures
description and ‘Published by…’ below index.

 KA2.4 is a paper variant only, use 2.5 for cloth and dissected map covers.

Price shown where example seen.

Variants may be distinguished by the text appearing under Diagram II on the inside cover.
This page shows the two earliest formats.
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Group KA3 Two-box sketch, ‘New Popular Edition’ in large print, ‘sheet nn’

3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 3.10

Paper price 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3
Paper spine printed Y Y
Cloth price 2/6 3/- 3/- 3/- 3/-  3/- 3/- 3/-
Dissected price 5/- 5/- 5/- 5/- 

Red sheet 89 on index Y Y
86/92 overlap not hatched Y
Tan card inside Y
“FOUR-FIGURE”, “FULL FOUR-FIGURE”
version with sections (1), (2), (3).

Y Y

National Grid deletions /
‘may be omitted, thus:’ below diagram II

Y Y

National Grid deletions /
‘omitted, thus :–E538932,’ below diagram II

Y Y

National Grid deletions |
‘omitted, thus :–E538932,’ below diagram II

Y Y Y Y

National Grid deletions \
‘E538932, N177061 will’ below diagram II

Y Y

Orkney & Shetland reference inside Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Latest publication date -.45 -.46 5.47 9.47 -.48 5.49 -.49 11.47 7.49 -.47
Number seen 5 11 69 24 49 64 16 23 12 1

Common features – dates of publication & revision, red grid over index with N for those covers with
a note inside about Orkney & Shetland, red figures description and Published by… below index.

 KA3.7 is a paper variant only, use 3.6 for cloth and dissected map covers.

Price shown where example seen.

The two later formats for the text under Diagram II on the inside cover
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Group KA4       Two-box sketch, ‘New Popular Edition’ in large print, ‘Sheet NN’

4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6

Paper price 2/3 2/3 2/3
Paper spine printed Y Y Y
Cloth price 3/- 3/- 3/- 5/- 5/-
Dissected price 5/- 5/-
Price ‘Net’ Y
Red sheet 89 on index Y
86/92 overlap not hatched Y Y Y
National Grid deletions |
‘omitted, thus :–E538932,’ below diagram  II

Y Y

National Grid deletions \
‘E538932, N177061 will’ below diagram II

Y Y Y Y

Latest publication date 7.49 11.47 7.49 -.51 5.50 -.50
Number seen 2 3 7 39 1 6

Common features – dates of publication & revision, red grid over index with N with note inside about
Orkney & Shetland, red figures description and Published by… below index, no tan card.

Price shown where example seen.

Information on category KA4.5 by Peter Gibson.

Front cover: (left) Three-box sketch, ‘New Popular Edition’ in large print, ‘SHEET’ in capitals and
(right) two-box sketch, ‘New Popular Edition’ in smaller print, ‘Sheet’ partly lower case. In both
‘ONE-INCH MAP of ENGLAND & WALES’ is in red.
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Group KA5       ‘New Popular Edition’ in small print, GR in medallion.

5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7

Paper price in words, Net 3/- 3/- 3/- 4/- 4/-
Cloth price in words, Net 5/- 5/- 5/- 5/- 5/- 6/6
Dissected price in words, Net
Red grid lines with N Y Y Y Y
The open figures… Published by… (2
lines)

Y Y

The open figures… (5 lines) Y Y
NOTE:- Orders… (5 lines) Y Y Y
National Grid deletions \
‘E538932, N177061 will’ below diagram II

Y

National Grid deletions \
‘3877, or, more frequently’ below diagram II

Y Y Y

Orkney & Shetland reference inside Y Y Y Y
National Grid & Reference System inside Y Y Y
His Majesty’s Stationery Office, booklet 1/3 Y
H.M.S.O., booklet 1/3 Y Y
Latest publication date -.51 -.51 -.52 -.52 -.52 -.52 -.53
Number seen 30 61 30 19 6 3 25

Common features – dates of publication & revision, paper map covers have spine printed, no red
sheet 89, 86/92 overlap not hatched, no tan card.

Price shown where example seen.

Information on category KA5.6 by Peter Gibson, which is an interruption to the logical progression, a
KA5.3 cover at a 5.7 price, probably due to the use of old covers pre-printed with general data.

Inside cover: explanation of National Grid shows deleted characters by (top) a forward stroke, / ,
(middle) a vertical stroke, | , or (bottom) a backward stroke, \ .
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Group KA6       ‘New Popular Edition’ in small print, no GR in medallion.

6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6

Paper price 4/- 4/- 4/6 4/6 4/6 5/6
Cloth price 6/6 6/6 7/- 7/- 7/- 7/6
Dissected price DX DX DX DX DX
86/92 overlap not hatched, red grid with N over index Y
Seventh Series index on back Y Y Y Y Y
NOTE:- Orders… (5 lines) Y
NOTE – These… (5 lines) Y Y Y Y Y
H.M.S.O., booklet 1/3 Y Y Y Y
H.M.S.O., booklet 1/6 Y Y
‘which have replaced the figures’ above grid diagram Y Y Y
Latest publication date -.55 -.57 -.57 -.59 -.59 -.59
Number seen 49 37 1 31 7 3

Common features – dates of publication & revision, paper map covers have spine printed, no red
grid lines or sheet 89 on index, National Grid & Reference System inside.

DX   Dissected version withdrawn 1955.

Price shown where example seen.

Back cover: index diagram shows (left) Scottish sheet number 89 in red italic print and the overlap
of English sheets 86 and 92 hatched; (right) no number 89 and no hatching.
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